Stay Connected to All Your QSR Drive-Thrus

HME CLOUD offers the unmatched convenience of managing all your stores from anywhere. One
simple log-in lets you adjust settings, view multi-store dashboards, generate reports, perform
software updates from anywhere.

Adjust your ZOOM drive-thru timer and EOS|HD drive thru headset settings from anywhere.

Just because you're not in the store doesn't mean you can't take control of your drive-thru. HME
CLOUD gives you the ability to adjust settings on your ZOOM drive-thru timer and EOS|HD drive-thru
communication system from virtually anywhere - all you need is an internet connection.

Preset dashboards provide an at-a-glance look into your store.

Simple gauges give you an instant picture of where you need to focus your attention to improve
operations.

Get free software upgrade just for managing your stores!

Keep your equipment up to date with free* software upgrades just for being an HME CLOUD
subscriber!

*After 12 months of receiving Premium subscription services or with 12 months prepaid Premium subscription.

Choose Your
Subscription
HME Cloud offers both free
and premium store-level
subscription options for
your convenience. You can
start with the free option to
have access to all of the
settings on your ZOOM
drive-thru timer system. Or
you can upgrade to a
premium subscription for
access to in-depth
dashboards and reports
from your ZOOM. Premium
subscriptions start at just
$150.00 per year
($12.50/month)

HME CLOUD Features
Generate in-depth reports
View at-a-glance dashboard displays
Free HME device software upgrades
Remotely adjust settings for all your stores
HME Remote Tech Support
Add unlimited amount of stores
Add unlimited additional users
View local ZOOM dashboard

Free
$0

Premium

$12.50/month/per store

HME CLOUD is a one-stop shop for all of your ZOOM timer data. This
simple remote management system works as a central storage place to
access information from a single or multiple stores and visually
compare them. Now you can identify potential problems or bottlenecks
with ease and take action instantly for all your stores. One simple log-in
provides access to all your timers — saves time and ensures
consistency from store to store.
With in-depth single store reporting, multi-store dashboards, and the
ability to change settings on the fly, HME CLOUD offers more control
over your stores than ever before. Free and Premium subscription
levels allow you to choose how much you want to see. Access ZOOM
settings and your live ZOOM dashboard for free, or upgrade for all that
and more! Get connected and take control today.

HME CLOUD Benefits at a Glance:
•
•
•
•
•

Pinpoint growth opportunities for improvement in each store
Quickly view your whole operation with multi-store dashboards for easy comparison of performance data
Update settings for your ZOOM drive-thru timer from virtually anywhere
Automatic upgrades keep your stores' software current
Get the right help when you need it with a remote connection to HME tech support

HME CLOUD Features

Generate In-Depth
Store Reports

Viewing detailed
information on your stores
has never been easier. With
HME CLOUD Reports, you
can examine ZOOM timer
data and analyze speed of
service and store efficiency.
Locate and solve potential
problems before they
happen.

View At-A-Glance MultiStore Dashboard
Displays

Never miss a beat with
preset dashboards on HME
CLOUD. Critical information
from all of your stores is
sent to your account and
displayed with easy-to-read
visuals. Spot stores that
need improvement sooner
and take action; or see
stores that exceed
expectations and replicate
their success.

Remotely Adjust
ZOOM Settings

Update all of your stores
from anywhere and get the
peace of mind of knowing
that you're always in
control. Manage your
restaurants, your way:
Change the daypart from
wherever you are; set new
goals and communicate
them immediately to your
stores.

Keep Help Within Reach
With HME Remote Tech
Support

Let us help you right in your
store. With HME remote
tech support, you always
have someone connected
to your store when you
need them. HME tech
support can log in to your
device to troubleshoot
issues remotely, saving you
time and hassle.

